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Freshmen Excel in Compet Plays, Win First Place Award

Second Prize Goes to Juniors for Fantasy; Seniors Place Third

Judges of the annual play competition, Miss Monica of the Foreign and Italian departments, Mrs. Morris (Chairman of the English Department, Sophomore League (Chairman of the Classics Department) upon reaching their decisions, disclosed that the Freshman play, Overtones, by Alice Gartner, was undoubtedly one of the best plays put on in the College to date, a fact that Overtones was an admirable type of play involving only female parts. The authors of these respective parts with astounding maturity and actuality seemed more like craggy old maid in their college frocks, the judges were amazed at the ease with which the channels of communication between (the persons and the spirits) were passed through, without any straining. The minute times and the lighting effects were superhuman, and the governors of the judges unanimously agreed that it was an easy thing giving the Freshman play... They encountered some difficulty in their division between the plays, because of the divided opinion among the judges. The Freshmen for the Fair, put on with Blue Bird, a fantasy by Maurice Maeterlinck, was given a mention.

The third and last places were given to the Sophomore and Seniors respectively. The Senior's presentation was Everybody's Happy Playwright, written, directed and acted out with the same effectiveness by G. Canon, and the Sophomore's production was The Proposal, a comedy by Anton Chekhov, which were set in Russia at the turn of the century.

Mrs. Levens Lauds Wholeness of Freshman Play Selection

By Mrs. Levens

For a spectator blissfully exempt from the daunting new campus festival of One-Act Plays proved enlightening fully the sort of paradox that involves argument, debate, logic, and adds up in the end to make theatrical sense. Atactic, for instance, the compiling line-up of plays, the critical performance, is one of the rare artifacts of the aesthetic... How then could the Proposal materialize night after night and Overtones to live despite a want of 1? A well-written and well-played show must surely score—but Tchekhov bowed to the rule of its heady material and the most effective seditors in the competition, TYKE (The Yearly Production of Knowledge and Number of The Proposal) were not among the judges. Mrs. Levens's husband did not achieve a high award, but its stage picture and overall co-ordination of sound and voice was so clean cut that the theatrical instinct at work, not equalized except perhaps by the meanderings of Overtones.

All four offerings then had quality; but not all four had equal
tiles enough. Audiences are voracious—yet uncomplimentary; they de
demand everything and excuse nothing. The beds were set in a twenty hour or thirty dollar re
duction; the plotliners hung in the barnyard, but will not be pushed, and their frustration over one bed perform
ance multiply trumps out their joy over ninety-nine nice good ones. But, the Sophomores
will make... With the "- test will rece1~e a first prize... but not all four had qual-
ity; but not all four had equal

Two Seniors Attend Retailing Program

Ruth Schulman, B.A., and Ailsa Eber
tinely attended the Sixth Annual Conference on Con
day, February 21, at the University's School of Retailing. Represented in the two sen

Promoters of college fiction

Editorial Changes Include

Chapple, Friedman, Powell

Former Staff Honors Incoming Chair with Special Coffee

Nancy Gartland '54, has been named editor-chief of NEWS for the 1953-54 year. She will replace Eva Bhutan '53, who held this position in the last March. Nancy formerly held the position of news editor.

In the position of news editor will be Carolyn Chapple '54, although she has done a little she held last year, she will now serve as news editor. This position has added with a voice in determining editorial policy. For

her duties were confined to the makeup desk.

Associate editors will be Betsy Friedman '54, and Nancy Powell '54. No copy comes this year. This title was held by Sally Wininger '53. Former senior editor this year was Joe Hoyt '53.

Nancy takes over for Elaine Fynn-

lond '53, as an art editor has not yet been announced. News copy will now be submitted to AA at some time in the future to suc
ced John Pappas '54, in handling copy. Richard Matthews '54.

Library Committee Will Award Prizes For Two Contests

The Student Library Committee wishes to announce that the first prize... The second prize will be $25 and the second prize $15. There will... The majority of the winning books in the library. The judges for both contests will be three members of the faculty... The winners from the... House Librarian will help you.

Personal Library Contest

1. List your books by the title. Include the names of publishers... These books are to be... Macmillan 1954...

Five-Arts Speaker

In a speech by popular poet, will be guest speaker at Five-Arts Weekend, April 5.

W. H. Auden, previously announced as speaker for this program is unable to appear... MacNiece is currently a member of the British Legation in Washin
gton and will return to England later this year... MacNiece will appear in NEWS soon.
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Deft Editors: Nancy Gartland '54, Feature Editor: Barbara Wind '54

The first announcement concerned overnight signouts. If a girl signs out only once, she is still considered to be a signout for that night. It was suggested that the committee should adopt a policy that if a girl signs out twice in one week, she should not hold any office. If she is below the legal age, she may be allowed to sign out only if she has received permission from her mother or father. The committee decided that, in order to promote a certain ideology, one must indoctrinate a child in religious or social beliefs. This is especially important in the case of children who are being educated in a religious school. The committee also considered the problem of what to do with a student who is suspected of attending a Communist meeting. The committee decided that it is important to support the free speech laws but that one should also be cautious in order not to lose the support of the citizens.

On the other hand, the investigation is dangerous not only because of the threat of suppression of free speech but also because of the danger of an unfavorable effect on the reputation of the college. The committee discussed the question of whether or not the college should give priority to the investigation or to other matters. The committee decided that the investigation should be given priority on the truth. The committee also discussed the question of whether the college should be so bigoted as to follow the teachings of Christ. The committee decided that it is important to follow the teachings of Christ but that one should also be cautious in order not to lose the support of the citizens.

The committee also discussed the question of whether the college should be so bigoted as to follow the teachings of Christ. The committee decided that it is important to follow the teachings of Christ but that one should also be cautious in order not to lose the support of the citizens.

The committee also discussed the question of whether the college should be so bigoted as to follow the teachings of Christ. The committee decided that it is important to follow the teachings of Christ but that one should also be cautious in order not to lose the support of the citizens. The committee also discussed the question of whether the college should be so bigoted as to follow the teachings of Christ. The committee decided that it is important to follow the teachings of Christ but that one should also be cautious in order not to lose the support of the citizens.
**UN Weekend Calendar**

Friday, March 13
4:30-5:45 — Registration and Reception...Jane Addams House
6:00 — Dinner for Delegates
7:00 — Friends of Peace in Education...Jane Addams House Trustees: Stephanie Glucksberg, IRC Chairman
8:00 — Coffee Break
9:30 — Peace in Education...Panel: Professor Kagan, Professor Blumenfeld, and Dr. M. R. de la Barrière
11:00 — Luncheon
1:00 — Break
3:00 — Kyiv-Paris-Peace...Panel: Professor Kagan, Professor Blumenfeld, and Dr. M. R. de la Barrière
4:00 — Conference Theme to Revolve On United Nations in Action — United States and United Nations Today...
5:00 — Dinner, Discussion, Speaker to Highlight Anticipated Weekend

**Committee Schedules Filley, Kogan, Lead Proposal**

**Welcome, Conference Delegates**

To understand the operation and procedure of the United Nations by active participation is one purpose of Conference. This year’s UN Weekend conference has been presented for the first time 25 years ago. At this year’s conference, which is interrelated as it has been in the past, there will be delegates not only from this campus, but also from forty other colleges. Representatives will include students from many countries, as well as many foreign countries. The spirit of active participation of the foreign college students will be augmented by the broad-based analysis in the following year, which the United Nations and the attitude toward it in nations overseas.

To the foreign students attending to UN Weekend, we would like to extend our very heartly welcome to Connecticut College, NOT just for the presentation of the University of Exile, but also about the principal speakers at the conference.

**8th UN WEEKEND HELD AT CONNECTICUT**

Colleges Send Students From Foreign Lands

This week, and the educational programs of the United Nations Conference will be achieved when delegates from many countries will meet on the Connecticut College campus. The opportunity of bringing students from many different lands together to discuss their problems, cultures and viewpoints will create a firm bond between the students and the world.

This year forty college delegates from many student organizations in the United States and a number of non-American students will be present. Another student, a Greek student will come from the University of Connecticut and join the Connecticut College students. Other students come from Trinity, a Dutch girl will be coming to the University of Connecticut, and a Swiss girl will be present. Another student, a Greek student will come from the University of Connecticut, and a Hareian, a student from the Department of Religions, Trinity College; a Dutch girl will be coming from the University of Connecticut, and a Swiss girl will be present. Another student, a Greek student will come from the University of Connecticut, and a Hareian, a student from the Department of Religions, Trinity College; a Dutch girl will be coming from the University of Connecticut, and a Swiss girl will be present. Another student, a Greek student will come from the University of Connecticut, and a Hareian, a student from the Department of Religions, Trinity College; a Dutch girl will be coming from the University of Connecticut. It is apparent, from a letter received from one of the Yale delegates, that the foreign students...
Professor Holborn Will Moderate For Conference Panel
Miss Louise Holborn, faculty adviser of the International Relations Club and Assistant Professor of Government, is responsible for the program of the United Nations Conference and weekend. Miss Holborn has worked on this program in connection with her class in International Relations and with the cooperation of the faculties of Wesleyan, the University of Connecticut, and our college.

Miss Holborn is very aware of the present world situation. During the war, she worked for the Office of Strategic Services and, since then, she has often attended sessions at the United Nations and has followed their actions closely.

Last year Miss Holborn took a leave of absence and toured Germany, lecturing on the American House Program. She is leaving Connecticut again in April for six months during which time she will hold seminars and lectures in West Berlin on Government, Political Science, and International Relations.

ADVENTURE

Europe—40 Days Tour

ERUPE—40 Days Tour

France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Holland, Scandinavia, Iceland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. Start February 17th. Visit also the English Countryside, the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Rhine Valley. Home January 11th.

STUDY

France, Germany, Italy, Scandinavia, Holland, Turkey, and Ceylon. Visit also the English Countryside, the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Rhine Valley. Start February 17th. Visit also the English Countryside, the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Rhine Valley. Home January 11th.

TRAVEL

Interred, all the greater cities, Stay with Kita, Connected with a hotel, Stay with Kita, Connected with a hotel, Stay with Kita, Connected with a hotel. Three and four-star hotels and tourist class hotels represented. Three and four-star hotels and tourist class hotels represented.

MAILLOVE'S

57 State St. Tel. 7519

Jewelry

Cameras

Gifts

Complete Selection of Classical and Popular Records

MALLOVE'S

57 State St. Tel. 7519

Jewelry

Cameras

Gifts

Complete Selection of Classical and Popular Records

STARR BROS.

110 State St. New London

REXALL DRUG STORE
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HONEYMOON

DEEP IN WOODED HILLS

The Sophomores lacking firm direction, the sound of their starting and losing place in proportion as they chased after the longer running plays too, but at least they struck out with a will, and this welcome vigor produced some good action in the future.

The seniors followed with Everybody's Husband, a somewhat unstructured effort, in which the chorus hardly survived the plausibly first rise of the curtain. Perhaps the production staff had a feeling that the writing, as it was, only a quiet, characterful performance from the "Grandmothers" helped act on the acting side, and possibly a production staff carried the rest, waiting onto the stage a fledgling of super-rific unrealism. But the core and went for little, muffled in inaudible groupings and unprojected speech.

Nevertheless, an effort an entertaining as this in the variety of skills and resources one uses deserves much encouragement. Fantasy is the most difficult genre of a wanted, but no account appears prominent; it must wholly succeed an achievement.
Koine
Members of the class of 1954 recently elected two new officers. Nena Cunningham was chosen vice-president of the class and Jan Gross will take over the duties of song leader. These new officers will take over their positions immediately.

Free Speech
Active works of any branch of Protestantism either in this country or elsewhere in the world would find that I represented the central thrust basic to all Protestant groups. Having been advised in the first sentence quoted above that this is what was expected of me, I am constrained to the following sentence for not having done something else. Will the writer and the students of the College forgive me if I confess to being a little confused by the editorial; if I suggest that it gave off more heat than light.

With gratitude for permitting me my "day in court," I am, Cordially yours,
Robert P. Montgomery

College
(Continued from Page Five)

Club Will Feature
Movies at Meeting

Two movies will be shown at the Home Economics and Child Development Club meeting on Wednesday, March 18, at 7:30 p.m. in New London 113.

The movies, "The Making of Fine China" and "That Gracious Heritage," are put out by two leading tableware companies.

Only Time will Tell...

Wow! Have we got ourselves a change!

I'm coming here everyday. Look at all the chromium!

This place is gonna be here for a long time to come!

How can they tell so soon? They'll have to try the food for a while!

There must be a reason why Camel is America's most popular cigarette—leading all other brands by billions of Camels.

Camels have the two things smokers want most: rich, full flavor and cool, cool smoothness. Take your time...